
SigOpt Overview

Summary

SigOpt provides an optimization and experimentation enterprise solution for modeling teams 
around the world. Some of the features we provide overlap with one or more academic open 
source projects, especially with respect to certain hyperparameter optimization methods. In 
fact, SigOpt was co-founded by Scott Clark, the author of MOE (the Metric Optimization 
Engine), one of the first and most popular open source hyperparameter optimization tools.

SigOpt actively contributes to and collaborates with the open source community, but it differs 
from open source tools in various ways explored in this overview:

1. Approach: We provide an enterprise solution designed to solve real world problems 
versus an academic algorithm designed to publish a paper on a specific 
optimization technique.

2. Focus: We solve much more than just classic hyperparameter optimization and build 
tools to address the full volume, variety, and complexity of model experimentation 
tasks that experts encounter.

3. Product: We offer a complete platform for experiment management, tracking and 
model optimization that requires a variety of skills to develop and integrate into an 
enterprise solution.

4. Impact: We consistently outperform other open source or in-house methods with 
respect to metric performance, compute time, wall clock time, and expert time on 
real world problems for some of the most advanced ML and AI teams in the world.

This is done by our dedicated teams with several decades of combined experience in this 
field publishing papers (20+ peer reviewed papers), patents (9 patents granted, 10+ pending), 
and academic collaborations (open source work, 30+ papers published in our edu program). 
We are proud to help some of the most advanced teams in the world build the best models.

How SigOpt Works

SigOpt Solution Summary
_________________________

Product
Model optimization and 
experimentation enterprise 
platform

API
Works via API for any model in 
any environment

Dashboard
Log into the web dashboard for 
a full experiment history, detailed 
analytics, and insights

Advanced Features
Explore advanced features that 
are particularly useful for deep 
learning

Research
SigOpt has a dedicated research 
team that publishes at ICML, 
NeurIPS and in journals while 
developing novel optimization 
algorithms and features
sigopt.com/research
https://sigopt.com/blog/

Getting started
sigopt.com/docs
github.com/sigopt

Learn about our research process: sigopt.com/research 
Get started with a few lines of Python, Java or R: https://app.sigopt.com/docs 
Review our Github examples: https://github.com/sigopt/sigopt-examples 
Explore sample use cases: sigopt.com/deep-learning-cases 

https://engineeringblog.yelp.com/2014/07/introducing-moe-metric-optimization-engine-a-new-open-source-machine-learning-service-for-optimal-ex.html
https://engineeringblog.yelp.com/2014/07/introducing-moe-metric-optimization-engine-a-new-open-source-machine-learning-service-for-optimal-ex.html
https://sigopt.com/research/papers/
https://sigopt.com/research/patents/
https://sigopt.com/research/publications/
http://sigopt.com/research
https://sigopt.com/blog/
http://sigopt.com/docs
http://github.com/sigopt
http://www.sigopt.com/research
https://app.sigopt.com/docs
https://github.com/sigopt/sigopt-examples
http://www.sigopt.com/deep-learning-cases


Constant evaluation, evolution

Our full time research staff is constantly 
improving our solution and using our 
robust evaluation framework to ensure we 
make robust, statistically significant 
improvements over the current state of 
the art.
See more in these peer reviewed papers:
Evaluation Framework (JMLR 2016)
Evaluation Benchmarks (ICML 2016)
More (20+ from NuerIPS, AISTATS, etc)

Ensemble of Bayesian and Global Methods

Instead of focusing on improving a single method 
with the goal of publishing a paper, we focus on 
combining the best methods in the Bayesian and 
global black box optimization literature into a 
comprehensive solution.
See our patented ensemble approach:
US20200019888A1 (1/19+ granted or pending)

Focus on real world problems

Over the last 5+ years we have seen 
more real world optimization problems 
in ML, DL, RL, and HPC from more firms 
than anyone. We build our systems to 
tackle these problems instead of toy 
academic benchmark problems.
See a subset of eval problems here: 
https://github.com/sigopt/evalset

Focus on a complete, evolving enterprise solution

SigOpt Approach to Optimization

Approach

The SigOpt optimization platform is build upon a robust ensemble of Bayesian and global 
optimization techniques focused on attacking real world problems. It is backed by decades 
of combined research experience and expertise and is constantly evolving to meet the 
needs of our customers around the world.

By constantly improving our methods by combining the state-of-the-art from academia and 
industry we can provide a superset of the capabilities of traditional open source approaches. 
Our unique focus on real world problems has led us to build the most applied and impactful 
optimization methods. We continue to push the field forward with papers, patents, 
collaborations, and joint work with top researchers around the world.

By the Numbers
_______________________

5+ years integrating 
real-world needs into our 
optimization ensemble

9 patents granted with 10+ 
additional patents pending

20+ papers published at 
ICML, NeurIPS and in journals

30+ papers published with 
EDU use of our solution

37 total STEM degrees across 
the 24-person team

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v64/dewancker_strategy_2016.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.09441.pdf
http://sigopt.com/research
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200019888A1
https://github.com/sigopt/evalset


Multitask Optimization

Learn more: sigopt.com/multitask 

● Trade off low-cost and full-cost tasks to more 
efficiently run an expensive tuning job

● Set the allocation of cheap versus expensive 
tasks to fit your particular needs

● Multitask applies cheaper tasks to explore, 
expensive tasks to exploit

100x Parallelization

Learn more: sigopt.com/parallel 

● Run SigOpt in parallel up to 100x to 
utilize computing resources

● Combine intelligent suggestions with 
parallelization for efficiency

● No extra work required for you, just 
initiate and SigOpt schedules it

Multimetric Optimization

Learn more: sigopt.com/multimetric 

● Optimize multiple metrics at once to 
weigh tradeoffs between them

● Track any number of metrics to assess 
their performance through the process

● Apply thresholds and constraints to 
reflect your insights on these metrics

Focus on real world, applied optimization problems

SigOpt Advanced Features

Tools

Additional Features
_______________________

Constraints
Put constraints on your 
parameters, metrics, or as a 
black box to help guide the 
optimization process

Experiment Transfer
Utilize information from 
previous experiments to warm 
start the optimization process 
on similar problems

Conditional Parameters
Specify complex, dependent 
parameter spaces with 
support for conditional 
domains

Hybrid Optimization
Bring your own optimizer and 
interleave suggestions, using 
SigOpt as the distributed 
scheduler and system or 
record

Multisolution Optimization
Find multiple, diverse 
solutions in parameter space 
that all attempt to optimize 
the same objective

SigOpt has built advanced features that extend well beyond our proven solution for 
classically defined optimization problems. We have built a suite of tools that allow firms to 
tackle the full volume, variety, and complexity of hurdles they need to overcome when 
performing model experimentation and optimization for Neural Architecture Search (NAS), 
Hyperparameter Optimization (HPO), embedding tuning, or any of the different parameter 
optimization and experimentation needs for their ML, DL, RL, or HPC workloads.

Our advanced features empower users to tackle their most difficult and impactful model 
experimentation tasks beyond standard parameter optimization.

And More… https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/howto

http://www.sigopt.com/multitask
http://www.sigopt.com/parallel
http://www.sigopt.com/multimetric
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/constraints
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/constraint_metric
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/metric_failure
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/transfer
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/transfer
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/conditionals
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/conditionals
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/endpoints/queued_suggestions/create
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/multisolution
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/multisolution
https://app.sigopt.com/docs/overview/howto


By the Numbers
________________________

50 metrics tracked, 4 metrics 
constrained, 2 metrics optimized

100 parameters tuned for any 
single experiment across 
continuous, integer, or 
categorical

100 parallel asynchronous 
suggestions per experiment at a 
time

10,000+ observations for any 
single experiment

10,000+ concurrent users for 
any account

1 million+ API calls per hour per 
account

Overview of components beyond optimization algorithms

SigOpt Platform

Beyond Advanced Model Optimization

SigOpt offers a complete platform for experiment management and model optimization, not a 
set of off-the-shelf algorithms that require significant engineering work to integrate and 
maintain. This platform includes three different components beyond our set of algorithms and 
advanced algorithmic features: tuning scale, experiment management and experiment 
insights. Any team implementing a homegrown system needs to recreate this broader 
system to implement their variety of open source optimization algorithms. 

Tuning Scale

Learn more: sigopt.com/docs

● Intelligently tune up to 100 parameters 
with Bayesian and global optimization

● Run up to 10,000 observations for a 
single tuning experiment

● Return new suggestions in milliseconds 
with a patented underlying system

● Supports 1M+ experiments for 10,000+ 
users

Experiment Management

Learn more: sigopt.com/projects...

● Automatically track all experiments and 
runs with a few lines of code

● Access a complete filterable history in a 
web dashboard

● Collaborate on modeling projects and 
capture key assets for any run

● Global view across all experimentation 
with permissions by user, team, org

Experiment Insights

Learn more: sigopt.com/insights...

● Visualize tuning jobs or training runs for 
deeper analysis

● Includes best-seen trace, parallel 
coordinates, parameter importance

● Track 50 metrics, constrain on 4 and tune 
across multiple with visual comparisons

● Automate early stopping and track 
training convergence with checkpoints

Global SigOpt API Usage

http://sigopt.com/docs
https://sigopt.com/blog/introducing-projects/
https://sigopt.com/product/experiment-insights/


Examples of Better, Cheaper, Faster Model Development

Real World Impact

Performance Comparisons

“We’ve integrated SigOpt’s 
optimization service and are 
now able to get better results 
faster and cheaper than any 
solution we’ve seen before.”

Matt Adereth
Managing Director

__________________

“Integrating SigOpt with our 
modeling platform empowers 
our team to more efficiently 
experiment, optimize and, 
ultimately, model at scale.”

Peter Welinder
Research Scientist

__________________

“SigOpt removes the guesswork 
in designing models with apt 
hyperparameters and provides a 
conclusive answer in minimal 
runs.”

Somesh Mohapatra
PhD Candidate

Along with SigOpt’s solution design, advanced features and platform capabilities, our 
real-world impact differentiates our product from open source alternatives. Our software 
enables teams to build models better, cheaper and faster than is otherwise possible. This 
impact is ultimately what matters most for teams putting models in production. Below we 
share a few examples of this impact with links to learn more.

Better Modeling Results

Learn more: sigopt.com/sample-use-cases

● We have a variety of use cases that 
compare SigOpt to grid, random or other 
Bayesian optimizers

● In all cases, SigOpt reaches a better 
result much faster than alternatives

● This is in part why performance-driven 
algorithmic trading firms who represent 
over $600B in AUM rely on SigOpt

Faster Training & Tuning

Learn more: twosigma.com/whysigopt...

● Two Sigma compared SigOpt to GPyOpt 
when weighing optimization strategies

● They found that SigOpt reached a better 
result 8x faster - 3 days instead of 24

● They also found that advanced features 
like multimetric optimization unlocked 
entirely new modeling problems

Efficient Model Optimization

Learn more: various (below)

● 10% the cost of random search per 
percentage improvement (nvidia.com…)

● 400x faster model optimization with 
GPUs, AWS, SigOpt (aws.com…)

● Better results in 90% fewer training runs 
than random search (nvidia.com…)

And More… https://github.com/sigopt/sigopt-examples

http://www.sigopt.com/sample-use-cases
https://www.twosigma.com/news/article/why-two-sigma-is-using-sigopt-for-automated-parameter-tuning/
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/optimizing-end-to-end-memory-networks-using-sigopt-gpus/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/machine-learning/fast-cnn-tuning-with-aws-gpu-instances-and-sigopt/
https://devblogs.nvidia.com/sigopt-deep-learning-hyperparameter-optimization/
https://github.com/sigopt/sigopt-examples

